THE SOLO COLLECTION

SOLO COLLECTION

Designed with the professional
in mind this Collection has a
calming, monochromatic palette,
bringing a softly sophisticated
style. Using light and dark
neutral shades, SOLO combines
simple contemporary design with
relaxed, comfortable living.
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LIVE
1 x dark grey 2/3 seat sofa
1 x large dark grey matching armchair
1 x black floor standing arched lamp
1 x grey shaggy rug
1 x black tray side table
1 x white rectangular coffee table

SOLO

SOLO COLLECTION
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“The affordable 
way to obtain 
great design”

DINE

SLEEP

1 x white rectangular dining table

1 xd
 ark grey upholstered bed
with mid height headboard

4 x grey upholstered dining chairs

2xm
 att taupe night tables
with drawers
2 x black bedside lamps
1 x grey bedroom rug
1 x mattress
All contents are based on a 1 bedroom apartment.
Collection + is available for additional bedrooms.
Please get in touch with the BOXED® team for more
information. BOXED® reserve the right to substitute
unavailable items for a similar product.
Photography shown is styled with items from
our accessories range

THE COLLECTIONS
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Everyone is different. We all have diverse needs, so the
designers at BOXED® have taken away that complexity
and made the complicated simple. All of our Collections
have a neutral backdrop, with tones of warm greys and
charcoals, whites and blacks, textured and smooth. For
the investor this makes life easy. Pre-designed, carefully
chosen pieces create the perfect stylish solution, while
accents of colour from our ACCESSORIES range can be
introduced to your personal taste.
Regardless of the Collection you choose, SOLO & URBAN
are well designed, well made and surprisingly affordable
solutions. They are simple, uncluttered, stylish products
we know you’ll love to live with.

THE SOLO COLLECTIONS

SOLO STUDIO

SOLO

SOLO SCANDI

THE URBAN COLLECTION

Accessorise

All of our SOLO ranges are
designed for the investor or
those looking for a cool and
calming retreat from busy city
life. Versatile and accessible to
all, these Collections offer an
understated loft living style,
bringing a contemporary and
tranquil feel to your home.

Ideal for the young professional
in a city studio apartment, a
simple, strong contemporary
design uses sculpted forms and
shiny surfaces to create clever,
compact solutions.

Designed with the professional
in mind. A strong, bold
aesthetic using light and dark
neutral shades combining
contemporary design with
relaxed, comfortable living.

A simple clean, light and airy
design of Scandinavian origin
using striking bleached oak, white
and accents of warm grey. Clean
lines and unfussy designs create
a calm and relaxing environment.

Delivery time 1 week (colour choices /
options slightly longer)

Delivery time 1 week (colour choices /
options slightly longer)

Delivery time 1 week (colour choices /
options slightly longer)

For those who want a little bit
more, URBAN is the ultimate,
contemporary Collection.
For understated luxury with
a sophisticated charm, choose
from a selection of Compositions
where colour and fabric choices
have been carefully selected to
help retain that sophisticated
look. A neutral palette of mainly
greys and blacks, this collection
is the ultimate experience in
contemporary living.

Sometimes all you need is a new
cushion, a throw, a beautifully
shaped bowl, a centrepiece or a
set of crisp cotton linen to bring
new life and personality into your
home. Add a bit of drama with
strong colour or cool elegance
with coordinating neutral palettes
of taupe and grey. BOXED®
combines numerous solutions and
colourways to give a personal,
sophisticated and elegant touch.
Visit our website for more
information.

Delivery time 4 – 6 weeks
Delivery times vary (most items 1 week)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BOXED® ORDERS & DELIVERIES PLEASE CALL +44 (0)1753 869567

ORDERING & DELIVERY
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BOXED® has been set up by the creators of BOX66. Their work spans
across many sectors from commercial interiors for retail and
leisure clients to high end private residential commissions. They are
designers who understand life and the people who live it.
We know design matters and our aim is to bring good quality
design to everyone, not just the fortunate few. BOXED® offers
well designed, well made, high quality Collections at surprisingly
reasonable prices. Affordable luxury at your fingertips.
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OUR COMPANY

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

DELIVERIES & INSTALLATION

HOW TO ORDER

THINGS TO KNOW

ONGOING HELP

Our Sources:
Using the experience of BOX66,
we have collaborated with select
manufacturers who usually supply
to the Hotel & Leisure Industry, to
bring you a series of Collections
of unrivalled quality and longevity.

Owner occupier:
For convenient, affordable,
quality design, choose from
our pre-designed Collections,
packaged and delivered straight
to your door.

How long will it take?:
We understand the rental market
requires a fast turnaround, which
is why our SOLO Collections are
stocked in the UK for despatch in
one week.

Agents & Private Investors:
Our SOLO collections have been
developed to help you realise
your maximum rental potential.
Uncompromising design and
superior products will help set
your property apart from others
on the market.

Alternative colour options to
the SOLO and URBAN ranges
are delivered within 4 to 6
weeks from our leading Italian
manufacturers.

Our Collections are based on a
1 bedroom apartment which can
be adapted for 2 and 3 bedroom
solutions in our Collection+
service. Browse through our
products online, choose your
Collection base then add the
accessories to help give it that
personal touch.

Care for your items:
We are committed to providing
the best quality products so they
can be enjoyed year after year.
Upon installation, BOXED® will
provide maintenance information
for upholstery, large furniture
and most items from our
Objects Collection.

Online:
Please contact one of our team
at contact@be-boxed.com or visit
our website www.be-boxed.com

Maintenance Contract:
For the private investor, the
developer or those who want a
no fuss ongoing programme the
team at BOXED® would be happy
to discuss your requirements
in more detail. We are able to
organise periodical property
inspection and inventory,
specialist contract cleaning,
repair, like for like replacement or
upgrade, all to your requirements
within our schedule of charges.

Quality & Guarantee:
A 1 year guarantee is standard,
which in some cases is extended
to a 5 year manufacturers
guarantee. Please ask the BOXED® Please contact one of the BOXED®
team for more details.
team for more information.

What makes us different?:
Our parent company, BOX66,
is already working with the
developer on specifications,
show apartments and communal
areas. by the time you come to
choose your new home. This gives
BOXED® an added insight into the
type of design ideally suited to
each individual site.

The Developer:
BOXED® are ideally positioned to
work with your Operations Team
to develop bespoke Collections at
the beginning of any new scheme.
We will be happy to explore the
options with you.
Serviced Apartments:
A new concept providing all
the benefits of a hotel with the
spaciousness of an apartment.
BOXED® has worked with
international companies to
provide bespoke solutions
for this growing trend.

For a fully bespoke service from
our parent company, BOX66,
lead-times are generally 6 to 8
weeks (up to 12 for the highest
level brands.)
Small package items - contact
BOXED® for more information.
How will items be delivered?:
We offer free delivery in the
Greater London area and advise
that we assemble, install and dress
your property for optimum effect.
Please ask the BOXED® team for
a ready to go service when you
place your order.

Phone:
+44 (0)1753 869567

Environmental conscience:
As an environmentally aware
company, BOXED® offers:
1. T
 imber which is
responsibly sourced.
2. P
 ackaging materials which
are recycled where possible.
3. E
 fficient transportation to
reduce our carbon footprint.

